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AROL GROUP AT PACK EXPO CHICAGO 

From October 14th to 17th AROL GROUP will exhibit at Pack Expo Chicago, the largest 

packaging trade show in North America with 2,500 exhibitors and over 50,000 visitors 

expected.  

In booth E-7144 (Upper Lakeside Center) visitors can meet our specialists to discuss with 

them our latest solutions for capping and closure systems, inspection and quality control 

solutions and identify the best technology equipment for all need.  

Capping & closure systems 

Thanks to over 40 years’ experience, AROL is the world’s leading manufacturer of capping, 

corking, crowing plugging and closing equipment. In Chicago we will present EURO VP, the 

best-in-class for pre-threaded irregular geometry, large plastic and aluminum caps, today 

with a renewed design and an improved ergonomics to guarantee maximum ease of use 

for the operator. Here in a 5 heads versions. Ideal for glass, plastic (H.D.P.E. and P.E.T.) and 

aluminium bottles.  

Non-destructive inspection & control solution 

For over 20 years, FT SYSTEM has led the way providing control and inspection equipment 

for bottling and packaging. In Chicago we will present LDS 700-IoT with high speed in-line 

package leak detection unit for seal integrity. LDS700-IoT is designed to ensure integrity of 

the sealed containers coming off the packaging line. Non-destructive leak detection 

testing is applicable to most Modified Atmosphere Packaging (MAP) products.  

Cosmetics packaging equipment 

TIRELLI supply fillers, cappers, and labellers mainly for the cosmetics sector. In Chicago we 

will present OSCAR, a linear machine for capping containers with pumps and trigger sprays. 

The production speed is 2.400 bph. Ideal for cosmetics like body milk and suntan lotion, but 

also for liquid soap, shampoo, conditioner and spray homecare.  

Food Packaging Equipment 

UNIMAC-GHERRI core business is linear capping and filling for glass containers with twist-off 

caps for liquid, semiliquid and pasty food products. In Chicago we will present GG250, a 

machine suitable to close Regular, Medium, Deep Twist-Off, Pry-Twist, Pry-Off caps. It can 

reach the max speed of 30.000 cph. Specific to close glass containers for food and 

beverage products like marmalade, honey, juice, pickles, ketchup and mayonnaise. Easy 

to use and cleaning.  

Contact us to book an appointment in our booth.  

 


